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DSG ATTENDING OUTSOURCING IN CLINICAL TRIALS CONFERENCE IN BURLINGAME, CALIF.
MALVERN, Pa., Feb. 12, 2018 – DSG, Inc., a leader in eClinical software and services to the life science
industry will be attending the Outsourcing in Clinical Trials, West Coast (OCT) Conference in Burlingame,
CA. The conference will be held from February 21-22, 2018 at the Hyatt Regency San Francisco Airport.
For 10 years, Arena International’s flagship Outsourcing in Clinical Trials West Coast conference has
drawn more than 700 clinical professionals from the Bay Area and beyond, to discuss clinical
outsourcing strategies and overcome key challenges within clinical operations. The event will feature 3
new tracks on clinical innovation, data driven approaches and early clinical phase developments.
“It is a great opportunity to discuss with attendee’s their emerging needs and trends determining the
future of upcoming clinical trials,” said Jack Minster, vice president of sales at DSG. “I look forward to
learning about the critical and evolving needs of clinical experts in attendance.”
To see upcoming conferences DSG will be attending, or to schedule a meeting with one of DSG’s experts,
please visit, http://dsg-us.com/dsg-events.html
DSG invites attendee’s to meet with Jack Minster and Eric Wong, Director, Enterprise Software Sales in
Burlingame, CA. Jack and Eric will be available at booth #17 to discuss DSG’s eClinical software and
capabilities across the clinical trials industry, as well as their expertise in multiple clinical-trial areas
including Risk-Based Monitoring, Data Management, Drug Safety, EDC, eCOA, IRT and CTMS, all which
DSG offers as an integrated offering through full-service or through technology transfer, designed to
reduce cost and increase clinical trial efficiency.
About DSG
DSG is a founder of the eClinical industry and through its innovative technology helped shape the
current eClinical landscape. Its solutions support the development of life saving drugs and therapies and
DSG was one of the first companies to deploy proprietary eClinical products. DSG’s suite of awardwinning solutions includes its flagship eCaseLink™ EDC, Risk-Based Monitoring, eSource, ePRO, IRT
Randomization and Trial Supply Management, Drug Safety System, and CTMS. Founded in 1992, the
company is proud to be recognized as the first provider of a fully integrated EDC and IRT Randomization
and Clinical Supply System with the SCDM Data Driven Innovation Award. For more information, please
visit www.dsg-us.com.
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